52 Most Dangerous Liberals in America: 2008 Election Edition

Weve always known that liberals arent playing with a full deck, but its never been more
evident than now. The 2008 election is being overrun by liberal politicians, Hollywood
activists, kooky Leftist organizations, and mainstream media elite -- all spouting ludicrous
left-wing rhetoric. Now HUMAN EVENTS, a leading voice in conservative news, brings you
a fun new twist on politics as usual -- The 2008 Election Edition of the 52 Most Dangerous
Liberals in America card deck. Each card features a photo of a Dangerous Liberal and a
self-condemning quote. Sharing their distorted views on everything from banning guns to
spending your tax dollars, some quotes will make you laugh while others are sure to make you
cringe. You never know what aces those lunatic liberals have up their sleeves, but with the 52
Most Dangerous Liberals in America card deck, youll be able to call their bluff.
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